How to get your ﬁrst appointment,
make the most value-adding contribution and
ensure that you have a high-performing board.

High-Performance Director Ebook

Introduction

Becoming a value-adding high-performance director requires time, energy and guidance. It takes
a commitment to your own development. A high-performance director challenges his or her thinking;
continuously improves their skills set and understands the requirements implicit

There are limited resources
available for directors
seeking to develop their
skills. High-performance
directors must seek out
programmes focused on
the underlying principles
of directorship and how to
add value in the boardroom.
This implies both real-life
applied learning to fully
grasp the responsibilities
and continuous upskilling.

to the director’s role. This enables them to successfully assume the role in an
impactful and meaningful way. The high-performance director’s aim is to add
value by supporting the company to deliver to its shareholders and stakeholders.
Achieving this demands developing your directorship expertise.
There are limited resources available for directors seeking to develop their skills.
High-performance directors must seek out programmes focused on the underlying
principles of directorship and how to add value in the boardroom. This implies both
real-life applied learning to fully grasp the responsibilities and continuous upskilling.
This ebook investigates the driving points towards becoming a high-performance
director by considering the programmes and topics to achieve the personal
and professional growth to fulfil the role. Whether an executive, non-executive
or independent director, signing the appointment form means you assume
a role with specific responsibilities that demands peak performance.
Mountaineers do not learn to climb by completing a mountaineering degree.

Directors are no different. Training and practical boardroom exposure are critical to succeeding
as a high-performance director. Your journey of preparation and development must incorporate
these opportunities.
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Great boards have the ability to
impact the performance of the business.
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Chapter 1
Finding the Right Way to understand the Directorship Role

How do you achieve this and where to start?
Where does directorship training
begin? The business landscape
is continuously changing and
the directorship role has shifted
significantly.
Many companies have a limited
understanding of that role – and in
countless privately-held companies
and family businesses, it is merely
code for encouraging a shareholder
or long-term employee to stay.
This misunderstanding extends to
government organisations and large
businesses, meaning a potential
director demonstrating commitment
and understanding about being a
high-performance director can easily
stand out in the crowd.

You have the commercial acumen, business and management experience and want to
commence your non-executive director journey. You may even have had the boardroom
exposure. To be effective however demands understanding your directorship obligations
and expectations.
As a successful manager, executive or entrepreneur, your experience underpinned how
you sought out directorship opportunities. Yet, fulfilling the role requires adequate training
and experience.

What is a high-performance director?
Great boards lead the company’s performance, especially among the small and medium
enterprises that directly impact the economy. A high-performance board holds the company
accountable to performance standards that sustainably boost value and shareholder and other
stakeholder returns. High-performance directors are obsessed with meaningfully contributing
via their positions and the company’s role within the economy. These directors do not shy
away from challenging conversations and focus on the sometimes mundane aspects that
collectively enable the board’s success. Essentially, a high-performance director adds value
in the boardroom and the directorship journey starts by wholly understanding the role and
knowing how your performance can make a positive impact.
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Case Study
MBA Degree Holder
Carlton is a 42-year-old South African male with significant business experience. Following the recent sale of
his business to a listed company, Carlton considered seeking out a non-executive directorship, yet struggled to
understand how best to position himself. A successful businessman with a keen understanding of commercial activity
and financials, Carlton knew his exposure to various industries meant he had the skills to add value. Yet, he had seen
numerous friends struggle because, while they had the commercial experience, they brought with them management
and not directorship experience and lacked understanding about their role on the board.
Carlton researched extensively before taking action. He already held an MBA and knew another qualification was
not the answer. He had a reasonable legal understanding and could attend refresher sessions to upskill in that
area. His introduction to Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme solved the problem. Carlton took away three
key teachings, principally gaining insight into the rhythms and processes of a high-performance board and
understanding the value of pre-meetings and board meetings. He learnt to ensure agenda topics effectively
translated into results and business activity.
Carlton also took away an understanding about the eight areas of the Sirdar Governance Compass, allowing him
to grasp his required contributions when topics were raised. His management background meant he believed
when strategy issues arose, his directorship responsibility involved creating a strategy. Sirdar’s Applied Directorship

Carlton knew
he would add value as
a non-executive director.

Programme clarified his role as creating, implementing and monitoring that strategy. The Expedition Update
concept was another key element Carlton learnt in one of the programme’s sessions. He learnt to effectively
monitor executive performance and fulfil the board’s role when executing strategy.
Carlton’s third insight was appreciation for the directorship selection process to maximise an individual’s board
contribution. Previously, he believed the board’s composition was based on appointing people who had a sound
commercial understanding – the essence was in the people. The assimilated boardroom environment incorporated
into the programme demonstrated the importance of different perspectives, natural energies and diversity

In completing the programme,
Carlton was prepared for his
journey as a non-executive director.

in contributing to the board’s overall performance.
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Preparing for your first directorship by understanding
the role and landscape in which directors operate as well as
experiencing a simulated boardroom environment
will support your initial move onto a board of directors.
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Chapter 2
Ensuring I Immediately add Value in the Boardroom

Appointing company directors is a
significant decision for any private
business or family-owned company,
particularly if this is an initial foray
into creating a board. If it is an existing
board – in a privately-held company,
family business, state-owned enterprise
or listed organisation – selecting a
director to complement the existing
team is critical.
No-one wants to walk into the
boardroom and be seen as not adding
value or have the directors question
their appointment.

Are you equipped with the tools necessary to being
a high-performance director?
If your involvement is part of a newly forming board, contributing and adding value from
the first board meeting may seem daunting. However, understanding your directorship
role and how to create value will ensure you can swiftly make valid contributions. Preparing
for the boardroom means understanding a director’s duties and responsibilities.

Can you properly prepare for a board meeting and what
is expected to add value?
Anyone new to a directorship may have misconceptions about its technical requirements.
On-the-job learning is typically appropriate and when I was first appointed a directorship,
I learnt the responsibilities of that position in that way. If I had had the opportunity to
understand the position beforehand, I feel I would have added substantially more value
to the organisation of which I had been appointed a director.
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Do you fully understand a directorship and its responsibilities?
Adding value from the outset means understanding the responsibilities, framework and methodology of governance and highperformance boards. This means knowing the board process; its responsibilities; the agenda and how those processes and
methodologies will be implemented.
Specifically, you must be a generalist who understands the various segments of any business. You must also be able to provide
insight with relevant specialist experience that brings to the table your personal expertise in key areas the business requires.

What is your skills set that brings a different perspective and solutions
to the boardroom?
As an effective high-performance director, emotional intelligence is critical when dealing with challenges. Understanding the
challenges facing management, fellow directors and the issues at hand requires internal critique and knowing how you engage with
others. You directly carry a moral and legal liability to the business and indirectly carry it for the economies in which the company
operates – and that is a daunting prospect. However, the correct guidance, tools and training programmes will effectively equip
you even for your first directorship.
The analogy holds – reading numerous mountaineering books does not transform you into a mountaineer. Only real time on the
mountain can enable that accomplishment. Preparing for your first directorship by understanding the role and landscape in which
directors operate as well as experiencing a simulated boardroom environment will support your initial move onto a board of
directors. Thereafter, you must focus on the company specifics and apply your training to function as a high-performance director.
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Case Study
Preparing for that First Appointment
Avi had been seeking his first board appointment. As a shareholder-manager, he had led his own business
for nearly 23 years and, in recently selling the entity, wanted to directly contribute to the economy by adding
value to other businesses.
He aimed to leverage his skills without direct operational involvement, yet did not want to flounder when joining
a board. His experience excluded having run a board so he had not seen what independent and/or non-executive
directors contributed to the boardroom table. Avi sought to add value from his inaugural board meeting, when
he did get appointed, and was accustomed to being viewed as valuable regardless
of the business environment or social organisation.
Avi joined the Applied Directorship Programme after watching a video demonstrating Sirdar’s approach to
director development through theory, simulation and knowledge application. He thrived on understanding
the rhythms and processes of a high-performance board and its make-up and learnt the intricacies to becoming

Avi wanted to directly
contribute to the economy
by adding value to
other businesses.

a valuable director.
In securing his first directorship towards the end of the programme, Avi was unfazed by the procedures and
processes ahead of him as a result of the insight he had gained. He understood the process, content and issues
facing directors and had accepted the difference between his previous operational functions and his new
directorship role.
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Avi had been given insight into what was
required before stepping into his first
meeting and could focus on the agenda
and business specifics. He focused
on adding value by applying both his
generalist and specialist knowledge
and today continues serving as a nonexecutive independent director after a
peer evaluation reflected on the speed
with which he had become a value-adding
member of the board team.
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Your credibility as a high-performance director
is measured by your experience and capability for the role.
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Chapter 3
Increasing my Credibility and Recognition to secure a First Directorship

Some people earn their inaugural appointment relatively young and build up their credentials
as a high-performance director. I was fortunate to have my first independent non-executive

Your credibility as a high-performance
director is measured by your
experience and capability for the role.
Every appointment strengthens
credibility and recognition and
supports your journey towards
your next role or appointment.
You build diversity from the
different organisations, industries
and companies you serve, whether
privately-held companies, family
businesses, public institutions
or listed businesses.

directorship appointment at 18 years old and secured two more in the next successive years.
Their value came from the appointments being in different industries and organisations,
boosting my directorship credibility and experience. Over the next 16 years I secured
16 different appointments to various companies and organisations to cement my reputation
as a high-performance director.

How can you demonstrate directorship credibility when
you have never been one? If you have been appointed as
an independent director and want to fast-track your next
appointment, how do you build credibility and recognition
for the role?
Firstly set non-profit or voluntary roles. During any director recruitment process, include in
your experience any appointments as the trustee of a small non-profit organisation or being
the director for a small private company where you provided services without remuneration
to gain experience.
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In parallel to this, focusing on training and development is critical and completing a programme like the one that Sirdar
offers, demonstrates your commitment to being a high-performance director. The value of a good quality, focused training
and development programme cannot be overstated. Undertaking further training and development reflects you have
journeyed towards understanding the directorship role and indicates you can effectively interact with other people around
the boardroom table. As much as you have experience from being a shareholder-manager, senior executive or running your
own family business, nothing replaces the true understanding of the directorship role like focused study.
People believe because, for decades, they have run their own business, they can automatically contribute value as a director.
They think if have been a director within their own business, it is a reasonable assumption that they understand how to be
a director in someone else’s company.
The Sirdar experience reflects a different reality.
Privately-held companies, family businesses and listed entities want credible directors who know their fiduciary duties.
Being a shareholder-director-manager does not translate into tangible boardroom experience and the ability to add value.

What are you doing to demonstrate your high-performance directorship skills?
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Case Study
The Serial Entrepeneur
Jackie was a renowned, commercially astute businesswoman who had established and sold off numerous
companies over her career. Her last position had involved senior management responsibilities for a large
corporate and she now wanted to transition from full-time to part-time employment to allow for time with
her grandchildren. While she had the commercial acumen and business success for a non-executive director
appointment, she lacked the necessary credibility and recognition. She had not sat on company boards beyond
the ones in which she had been a shareholder and her independent directorship skills were untested. Although
she had served as a school board trustee and a director for the local animal rescue shelter, Jackie had not held
a non-executive directorship for a private company and therefore had to create the essential credibility and
recognition to support her journey.
Enrolling in Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme, she intensively followed the programme content; attended
the 11 sessions and completed the homework and pre-class work. She watched the podcasts; read the articles
provided via the online training support platform and concluded additional research and reading related to
Sirdar Founding Partner Carl Bates’s book Traversing the Avalanche (available at http://www.carlbates.com/).
She also read other articles written by various Sirdar team members. Successfully completing the programme
with a certificate of competence, Jackie believed she had the credibility to approach the market as a non-executive
director. She combined her business experience, commercial astuteness as well as her insight into a nonexecutive directorship role and the value of her contribution as a programme graduate and actively pursued
an appointment.

Jackie wanted to transition
from full-time to part-time
employment to allow for time
with her grandchildren.

Jackie worked with Sirdar in the process and joined the Sirdar Director Network. Although her first two interviews
were unsuccessful, Jackie remained steadfast that a disconnect between her values and business approach
and what the companies sought from their non-executive director underpinned those decisions. On her third
opportunity, Jackie found resonance between her passions, skills, ability and specialist experience and the
company’s expectations and requirements. The business had an established board process and wanted someone
who understood the value of a high-performance board, essentially a director to bolster the process already made.
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The programme, coupled with her
business experience and management
skills, had secured Jackie her first
non-executive director appointment.
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Attending a programme to develop your skills as
a relevant high-performance director is a fundamental step
in fulﬁlling your obligations.
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Chapter 4
Ensuring Value as an Experienced Executive Director

The best practice board composition includes the chief executive, chief financial officer and
sometimes a chief operating officer as the key company executive directors. It should not be

Company directors are often executive
team members. A shareholder
operationally involved in the business
is typically appointed as a director
as well. If a company only has one
shareholder-manager, that person is
usually also a director. Some privatelyheld companies and family businesses
promote other managers to the board.

crammed with an executive team to simply create a glorified management meeting. However,

The reasons may be service loyalty
or in line with transferring the
business to the next generation.
Sometimes it is as simple as trying
to ensure an employee stays with
the business. In listed multinational
companies, executives are promoted
into local directorship positions given
their experience or as part of their
position’s requirements.

Do you know the board is obliged to train newly appointed
directors to ensure they understand their role? Do you also
know ignorance is not a defence if something goes wrong?

different businesses have specific reasons for additional board appointments.
Whatever the reason, if you are appointed to the board or have finally secured a desired
appointment, you may naturally and legitimately ask: “Now what?”
Being viewed as practically adding value is a great start. Achieve this by understanding
the role and responsibilities of a high-performance director and prepare for your journey
via a specialist programme.

As much has you have obligations when assuming a directorship, the board and the
organisation carry obligations to support you. For more information contact us on via
our website.
Attending a programme to develop your skills as a relevant high-performance director is a
fundamental step in fulfilling your obligations. The next step is attaining recognised credibility
for your competency.
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Case Study
Adding Value as an Executive Director
Mercy was an experienced operational leader in the company for which she had worked for 17 years. She had
gained experience via various aspects of the business and John, the shareholder-manager, wanted to secure the
transition ahead of exiting the organisation. Part of the process demanded developing internal candidates to
ultimately negotiate a management buy-out.
While Mercy had assumed significant company responsibilities, she had no executive experience and had not
been trained on its functions and responsibilities. However, she had often stood in for John in major meetings
and client engagements. In being appointed an executive director, Mercy asked John to help develop her skills
and he reluctantly agreed to invest in her chosen programme.

Mercy was an experienced
operational leader in the

Several of her friends, also newly appointed board members, had gained learning and experience through Sirdar
and Mercy applied for Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme. Her journey of understanding highlighted the
different roles and responsibilities involved in being an executive director, specifically the significant difference
between her current functions and what would be required in the future. Mercy realised she could not assume

company for which she
had worked for 17 years.

the title and thereafter decide on what colour to paint the offices; have authority over how the product is
manufactured or dictate price settings. She realised those were executive functions that required continued
discussion with John. Her executive position would assume some delegated decisions, yet this had nothing to do
with the role she had accepted as director.
Initially Mercy felt her directorship ostracised her from some colleagues. They challenged her when John had
made certain decisions, trying to wheedle out information about boardroom discussions or influence her
approach over particular board matters. Mercy found solace with another programme participant who had also
recently been appointed as an executive director and was experiencing similar challenges. Mercy also gained
invaluable insight through the group discussions with other programme members and the more experienced
directors attending the programme to further develop their skills. She shared experiences with people who knew
her struggles and could effectively support her.
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By the end of the 11-month programme,
Mercy was confident about her executive
director responsibilities; clear on how she
would add value and was able to challenge
John about a director’s role. Decisions John
previously made independently were now
taken by the board and Mercy contributed
insightful and valuable input positively
affecting the company’s journey and the
way the business operated.
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If your only motivation for becoming a director is the fee,
you are pursuing this journey for the wrong reasons.
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Chapter 5
Earning Higher Directors’ Fees

Successful businesspeople and
executives often believe, given
their experience levels, they can
automatically step into a nonexecutive director’s role and earn a
significant fee. The perception is their
management success automatically
qualifies them for a senior director’s
role. Sirdar has engaged with
numerous people who are upset to
learn securing higher directors’ fees
is a process. As with every career,
you require a knowledge base; start
climbing the ladder and, with time,
improve your prospects.

What enables you to grow the directors’ fees you earn?
Why can I not just step out of my senior management role
straight into a high-paying directorship? Can I improve my
prospects of receiving reasonable directors’ fees?
Skilled and experienced individuals committed to developing their expertise initially accept smaller
directorships to gain experience before applying to larger organisations and companies.
If your only motivation for becoming a director is the fee, you are pursuing this journey for the wrong
reasons. Directorships can be financially rewarding for some people, yet that is not really applicable
to most. Assuming a directorship is principally about your impact in guiding the vessels that positively
affect economic performance – and that is a much more rewarding place from which to operate.
However, improving your directorship prospects requires focusing on three key activities. The first
step is developing your understanding and skills as a high-performance director. The next one is
getting on to the directorship ladder and accepting that your first few directorships may not be at
the level you desire. Lastly, you must build a track record for delivering value.
Completing Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme is a key support mechanism for these three
steps. It provides the opportunity to quickly develop your skills; increases the likelihood of a board
appointment; improves your prospects for another appointment and enables you to deliver value
from the first moment in the boardroom.
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Case Study
The Chartered Accountant turned High-Performance Director
A chartered accountant, Busi is a skilled senior manager in listed businesses with numerous years of corporate
experience. Approaching the end of his career, he wanted to secure several non-executive directorships to
complement his transition to “a portfolio life”. Yet, in searching for directorships, he found difficulty in being
shortlisted. While believing he had the requisite skills and experience, Busi struggled to find a business willing
to give him his first break as a non-executive director.
Meeting one of the Sirdar team, Busi expressed his expectation for securing a board appointment with a
reasonable director’s fee from the beginning of his journey. The Sirdar senior partner explained that being a

Busi struggled to find a
business willing to give him
him his first break as a

non-executive director is akin to any career where you start off towards the bottom and, through the process,
your salary (in this case directors’ fees) grows with the journey. Busi learnt while he has significant management

non-executive director.

experience and had had an illustrious career in senior management displaying commercial experience in
a diversity of industries, he had no recognition as a non-executive director. He had not sat on a board as an
independent director, although he had been an executive one several times. Busi had also not undertaken
training relating to his new career choice.
Busi considered various options to support his journey towards a directorship before commencing with Sirdar’s
Applied Directorship Programme. The aim was to gain an understanding about high-performance directorships
with a privately-held company, family business or similar institution and to provide the recognition and credibility
when he applied for a board appointment.
Successfully completing the programme, Busi was interviewed by a privately-held manufacturing business.
Boasting a sound history and R52 million annual turnover, the company sought a non-executive director
to support their next growth stage. Busi’s experience, coupled with demonstrating an understanding of
the role, translated into an offer to join the board. While not wholly comfortable with the remuneration level,
he understood the importance of that initial opportunity and knew the experience would open up further
opportunities.
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After developing his non-executive director
skills on the programme and in gaining
actual boardroom experience, Busi was
swiftly able to secure a chairmanship post
for a medium-sized privately-held business
turning over more than R120 million. He has
successfully served on both these businesses
for over a year and is gaining confidence,
credibility and recognition for his boardroom
contributions. Now companies willingly raise
the remuneration offered for his
non-executive directorship experience
and Sirdar believes that Busi’s new career
will grow from strength to strength.
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Equipping yourself with training on assuming this role in a way
that demonstrates how to protect yourself and simultaneously
perform to the best of your ability, is critical.
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Chapter 6
The Risk of Not understanding my Role as a Director

What are the implications of not understanding your directorship role?
Company directors carry several implicit risks. Often directors approach Sirdar after they have put themselves
in a tenuous legal or financial position because they did not fully understand their obligations. Hence, it is
critical that every new director be adequately trained to understand their role and its associated risks and legal
obligations. If you are an existing director, question whether you really understand your role. Too many directors
believe they understand their role when that is not the case.
Yet, it is easy to see why this happens. Many shareholder-managers, who are directors in their own business,
become a director on the day they establish their company. They do not invest time or money to understand the
role’s responsibilities and this sometimes underpins their business failure. Experienced managers and executives
seeking non-executive director positions in other companies are more focused on securing the appointment than
understanding the role and its liabilities. It is a story we have seen repeated endlessly.
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What enables you to grow the directors’ fees you earn? Why can I not just step
out of my senior management role straight into a high-paying directorship?
Can I improve my prospects of receiving reasonable directors’ fees?
Adequate training on a director’s role directly benefits the director and the company. The landscape of directorship responsibility
has fundamentally changed in the past decade and the role is not merely a custodianship of the shareholders’ interests. For directors
who served on boards for longer than ten years, this is a challenging concept as traditionally the shareholder interest was considered
their major responsibility.
The philosophy of directors’ liability has also changed. If you have not done a course explaining these changes and their effects
on a director, contact us via our website for more information. The laws regarding directors’ liabilities have changed and
the global trend in companies acts is to align the thinking that directors have fiduciary duties and must be held accountable.
The South African Companies Act 2008 was intended to more directly address these issues. Some liabilities for which directors
can be held accountable are:
	
Duty of skill: you are assumed to know what you are doing and if you do not, you must take proactive responsibility
for your development.
	
Care and diligence (board meetings, being on time, being present): not preparing for board meetings is in breach
of your fiduciary duties.
Fiduciary duty: acting in the company’s best interest.
The responsibility on your shoulders as a director is extensive; ensuring you become a high-performance director requires that
you understand this responsibility. Equipping yourself with training on assuming this role in a way that demonstrates how to protect
yourself and simultaneously perform to the best of your ability, is critical. This ensures you maintain and grow in your role as the
high-performance director.
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Case Study
A Skilled Director who realises the Risks of the Role
Robert challenged his colleagues, yet quickly realised he may have overstepped a line and wanted to further
understand what being a director actually meant. He believed additional training would ensure he fulfilled his
responsibilities in future boardroom discussions where he was an executive director (both shareholder and
director), as well as in appointments as a non-executive director in companies in which he held shares. Robert
also felt it would assist with getting the opportunity to be appointed as an independent non-executive director.
He viewed independent non-executive directorships as part of his future career journey given his strong track
record in management, executive involvement and investment.

As a major shareholder,
Robert believed he could
require the business

Robert believed a non-executive appointment with large private or public entities would support his
understanding of directorship. In seeking out a course to flesh out his knowledge, Robert was concerned the
companies would focus on compliance and his teaching would be biased towards a compliance and legislative

to repay critical loans
to him as a creditor.

perspective. What he wanted was to understand the risks associated with directorships and to ensure the
programme supported his goal to be a high-performance director.
Robert was particularly encouraged by his research on Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme and realised its
intention went beyond creating compliance-focused directors to teaching graduates to wholly understand the
director’s role and associated risks. In considering the programme, he particularly appreciated the chapter in
the prescribed book headed Unlocking the Value of Risk. Enrolling in the programme, Robert swiftly boosted his
understanding of the director’s role. The opening two sessions provided new insight into his role, despite him
believing these lessons would be foundational and cover knowledge he already possessed.
Robert was also conflicted about his role as a shareholder versus that of a director, yet had not previously
discussed those roles. In understanding the risks and simultaneously learning to mitigate them, he was
more prepared to add real value in the boardroom as an independent director. Particularly rewarding was
that the programme engaged in practical learning, meaning Robert had the opportunity to apply the theory
in simulated boardroom settings.
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When returning to the companies in
which Robert was a shareholder and
director, his colleagues found his new
boardroom engagement more effective
and valuable and were relieved the
debates regarding directors’ legalities
no longer consumed board time. Overall,
his fellow directors on the boards in
which he was involved added more value
during board meetings as Robert no
longer overshadowed their contributions
with the attitude that, as the major
shareholder, he could dictate outcomes.
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Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme provides
understanding about what is demanded from
a high-performance director.
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Chapter 7
Challenging my Thinking and sharpening my Tools as a Director

They may only have attended a handful of one-day training courses or some breakfast and lunch
talks by their accountants or lawyers over the years – if they have attended any at all – but essentially

One challenge with a directorship is
once someone has the title, they feel
entitled.

they have not invested time to understand the meaning behind being a high-performance director.

What do I mean?

to develop their skills sets and add real value in the boardroom. Regardless of your camp, self-

Sirdar often interacts with people
who have been long-standing
directors of private companies, family
businesses, public organisations
and non-profit institutions. Given
their background and the time
they have spent around boardroom
tables, they believe they understand
the directorship role. Their swagger
states they know what it means
to be a director.

On the other hand, there are long-experienced directors constantly seeking to sharpen their tools
and boost their skills and abilities. These people are hungry for knowledge, searching out new ways
investment is a critical step.
Let us dissect the different groups. Many directors have extensive on-the-job experience and
believe they understand their directorship role. However, they have not been exposed to the actual
nitty gritty, because signing the form that makes them a director does not automatically lead to an
inherent knowledge about and understanding of directorship.

Challenge yourself. Have you dissected the directorship role,
clearly understanding the different elements that constitute
a high-performance director? Have you objectively asked
yourself if the role you play in the boardroom truly adds
value? Do you cover the breadth and depth of boardroom
requirements and experiences?
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The last dimension of the Sirdar Governance Compass addresses the role of directors and
boards and continuously evaluating performance. Directors must be exceptionally critical
of their performance. Search deeply when considering the last time you criticised your
performance. When last did you really question your knowledge on being a high-performance
director … am I adding real value in the boardroom?
Directors asking these questions continually seek self-improvement, sharpening their
boardroom tools – and finding unique ways to develop their skills set as a director. It is easy to
attend workshops repeating the same knowledge base, yet it is critical for directors to challenge
their skills to the next level. Directors must seek out the knowledge that assists them to wholly
understand the breadth of their role. In short this means understanding your boardroom
activities; considering your approaches and potentially changing how you engage with your
fellow directors to both support them and boost the overall value contribution of the board
as a whole. It also embraces understanding the board’s composition from how to approach
discussions to ensuring management is effectively providing the board with performance
information, forward planning, strategy and the future vision.
Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme provides understanding about what is demanded
from a high-performance director. Hence, whether you are an established director, yet never
invested time to fully understand the role, or a successful high-performance director looking
to further sharpen your skills set and tools, our Applied Directorship Programme may be
your answer.
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Case Study
The Experienced Director sees Opportunity to add More Value
An experienced director, Franz has spent numerous years in the boardrooms of private businesses and family
organisations. He has been both a shareholder appointee and an independent non-executive director and
believed, while he thought he understood the role, he needed to sharpen his tools to create additional value
in the boardroom. His internal debate about joining Sirdar’s Applied Directorship Programme centred on
the ongoing conflict that he was already a company director; had been for years and understood the role
and its responsibilities.
Yet, the nagging questions concerned what he may be missing; what if he did not fully comprehend
a director’s role and what if there was something he was missing in terms of the value he could bring
into the boardroom?

Franz needed to
sharpen his tools

Franz eventually joined the programme, driven by his approach to life that there is always more to learn and
investing time is not wasted. From the opening session Franz acknowledged it was the right decision. He realised
he was lacking knowledge on how directors add value. While he had inherent knowledge about ensuring the
management team effectively presented information to the board, he needed to understand the different aspects

to create additional value
in the boardroom.

of the company and ask the appropriate questions. He found the Sirdar methodology, rhythm and approach
gave him the structure with which to comprehensively delve more deeply.
He gained insight from being challenged by other experienced directors and now takes every aspect
of his interactions to the next level of depth and understanding. Franz digs in to ensure he understands the
context and probes to find the full learning and value from anything he undertakes. During the programme,
he listened to every podcast and engaged with the additional materials provided via the online platform. These
challenged his understanding about the director’s role and several times during the programme, he stepped
back to evaluate the realisation that he had missed key aspects of his directorship role and considered how
to add real value to the companies in which he was involved.
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Franz conveyed his experiences to
various colleagues and business
associates, encouraging them to join
the next enrolment. Via the programme,
he lifted his game as a director and
achieved a stronger insight into the
board’s role and his directorship, as
well as gaining practical knowledge for
introducing real value for the company.
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Let us Guide you to the Summit

Thank you for reading this ebook. I enjoyed writing it and trust you enjoyed reading it. Most importantly,
I hope it has supported you to understand more about what is required to become a high-performance director.
At Sirdar, we love supporting people to become high-performance, value-adding directors and to educate,
appoint and guide high-performance boards. It is our reason for existing.

Now you may be wondering what comes next
If you are looking for any of the following, we have a solution:
Get your first role as a director.
Set up your first board.
Make the most value-adding contribution in the boardroom.
Appoint a high-performance board.
As Africa’s leading guide, educator and appointer of high-performance boards, Sirdar can assist you achieve these goals.
Book a call with one of our senior partners so we can evaluate your current position; your journey ahead and define
the most appropriate way to get you there.
Book your appointment on our website.
If you want immediacy, speak to us on +27 (21) 276 0540 or email adp@sirdargroup.com
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About the Author

Carl Bates is a dynamic, international speaker and entrepreneur, author and director. Having attained
directorship at an early age, he is a world-renowned resource for understanding what it practically
takes to make boards that drive shareholder and other stakeholder value. Carl founded and heads
up Sirdar, Africa’s largest guide, educator and appointer of high-performance boards. Besides
holding a variety of chairmen and independent director positions, Carl also speaks globally on the
Contribution Compass methodology. This is specifically aimed at maximising board, executive and
team performance and return through maximising your individual and unique personal contribution.
Carl is a sought-after keynote speaker and strategic advisor for various organisations and companies.
He has conducted seminars for diverse audiences – from MBA students and university graduates
to industry associations and chambers of commerce – and has addressed international conferences
and business expos.
Carl graduated with a Bachelor Business Studies First Class Honours Degree (Accountancy) and
a Graduate Diploma in Business Studies (Finance) from Massey University, New Zealand. He was
named a Massey Alumni and Freemason Scholar and awarded the Allan Gibson and New Zealand
Institute of Chartered Accountants Wanganui Branch scholarships. He is also a member of the New
Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants.
Carl’s inherent commercial nous enables him to inform and empower fellow business owners.
His depth of understanding and insight inspires and motivates his audiences to ascend new heights.
Widely travelled and armed with a toolbox of interesting and intriguing life experiences, his array
of anecdotes adds colour to his ability to share knowledge and provide value.
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About Sirdar
Sirdar is Africa’s leading guide, appointer and educator of high-performance boards.
We navigate the way to business growth through boardroom performance. Then, we help you to overcome your challenges
and leverage your strengths.
Our integrated board approach is delivered through advisory services, governance, evaluations, assessments, appointments and the
continuous upskilling and education of directors. Sirdar guides a practical, invested approach to create meaningful economic impact.
Our Guide, Appoint and Educate solutions make Sirdar the invested boardroom partner in Africa.

Climb with us
The Guide team partners with boards to navigate their unique journey of improved boardroom
performance through practical advisory and governance services.

GUIDE

Board Diagnostics
	
Board-readiness diagnostic
	
Board performance
diagnostic

Board Evaluations
	
Ensure that governance is
monitored and that action
can be taken to remedy
challenges where necessary

Board Advisory
	
Conflict resolution
	
Strategic mapping and
workshops
	
Vision workshops
	
Board charter analysis
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Company Secretarial Services
	
Preparing agendas and
minutes
	
Conducting board meetings
	
Assisting with governance
and legal compliance audits
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The Appoint team identifies and appoints non-executive directors by balancing unique boardroom
dynamics, values, expertise and natural energy to deliver real boardroom performance.

APPOINT

Board Appointment

Board

Board Member

Sirdar Director

Diagnostic

Appointment

Search

Network

Determine detailed

Find the ideal non-

Advertises your non-

Join Africa’s largest

profile of director/s who will

executive director who

executive director vacancy

network of active and

add real value to the board

will complement and bring

to Sirdar Director Network

aspiring directors

as well as governance areas

balance to your board

requiring focus

The Educate team delivers practical, relevant learning programmes that are focused
on building director- and board-level skills through experience.

EDUCATE

Applied Directorship Programme

High-Performance Board Workshop

Bespoke Board Programmes

An 11-month programme exploring

Our one-day workshop explores the

Created based on our clients’

all the aspects that high-performance

role of a director and the practical

unique environments and needs

directors need to be well versed in,

requirements for maximising a board’s

as per the Sirdar Governance Compass

contribution
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At Sirdar, we understand the challenges of a boardroom – the people,
the engagement, the knowledge and skill, the vision and journey, growth
and development, the end result and business growth. From start to
finish, we stay a step ahead.
We climb as a team as we walk our clients’ unique board journeys with
them, every step of the way. We deliver an invested partnership and
honour our promises with skill, experience and support. And as involved
global citizens, we care about making impactful growth a reality for
people, businesses, society and countries.

sirdargroup.com

